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Apiary Newsletter...Apiary Newsletter...
Founded in 1913

On Sunday 23rd July eight potential new 
beekeepers attended the apiary for the third 
Beekeeping Taster Day run by the club.
Stuart greeted the group and checked they had 
all brought their wellington boots, overalls and 
marigold gloves. 
The session started with a talk about the honey 
bee’s lifecycle, followed by information about hives 
and other essential beekeeping equipment.
After a break for tea, cake and honey tasting, it 
was on with the bee proof clothing before going 
into the apiary to take a look inside some of the 
hives. 

As the sun shone down, bees were seen, a queen 
was spotted, frames were examined, and lots of 
questions were answered.
After more tea and questions the session finished 
with the presentation of certificates and the sale of 
apiary honey.

Thank you to the team of Chris, Kate, Charles, 
Claire and Alan who supported Stuart on the day. 
The next taster day is scheduled for the 10th 
September 2017.

Come forward, don’t be shy - that first glimpse inside a hive...

The taster day was enjoyed by all...
There she is - spotting the queen...

The Sun Shines on Taster Day 

Honey Show 2017 
The club’s Annual Honey show and BBQ is 
scheduled for Saturday 9th September 2017. 
Like last year, it will be held at the apiary, come rain 
or shine but we would much prefer shine.
This is a gentle reminder to give you time to have 
a think and decide what classes you are going to 
enter this year. 
(see page 6 for a full list of classes and entry form) 
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The NDB Advanced Course is a residential five day 
beekeeping fest. It is run by the National Diploma 
(in Beekeeping) board and touches a number of 
different subjects that change every year.
It is essentially the beekeeping training course. If 
you have attended any of the NDB short courses 
you will know how valuable they can be. The 
standard of training is excellent and the experience 
of the lecturers is phenomenal.
Day 0 – Sunday 18th June.
I arrived at Pershore College at 5.45. I was 
greeted by Richard Toft who was the link person 
with the college. I was 
given the keys to my 
accommodation and 
a point in the right 
direction. I drove around 
and dropped off my 
bags at the halls. The 
accommodation block 
was modern and looked 
good. The room itself was 
compact and bijou!
The bedroom had a wardrobe and a desk. There 
was also an en-suite shower wet-room.
After unpacking I met the others at the front of the 
accommodation block and the plan was to walk 
into Pershore for a meal. It is roughly a mile and a 
half into Pershore and having ruptured my Achillies’ 
tendon recently this is the furthest I had walked 
in months. Combined with the fact that it was the 
hottest day of the year and it was over 30 degrees 
Celsius, I was hot and tired when we got to the 
pub.
In the pub we all sat at a long table, cosy but 
adequate, and we just chatted generally. “How 
are your bees doing.” You know the sort of thing. 
I (was) sat at one end of the table with Dan 
Basterfield (Lecturer) opposite me with Ian Jobson 
(student) next to him. Next to me was Liz Rescorla 
(student) and next to Liz was Ken Basterfield 
(lecturer). We chatted for a couple of hours about 
beekeeping mainly and the following topics came 
up: Queen rearing techniques, grafting techniques, 
3D printing of beeswax to produce comb, lecture 
topics, BIBBA and the merits of the black bee.
Dan was talking about the benefits of having drawn 
comb ready to use. His thoughts were that this is 
one of a beekeeper’s greatest commodities and 
it is very valuable. The discussion then turned to 
being able to 3D print using beeswax to produce 
a drawn comb. I asked how much they thought a 

beekeeper would be willing to pay for drawn comb 
– knowing how tight beekeepers tend to be. Would 
you buy drawn comb if it were available and how 
much would you be willing to pay ?
Dan and Ian talked about the black bee and BIBBA 
(British Isles Bee Breeding Association) and 
subjects like wing morphology and selecting for 
colour were discussed.
We finished our drinks and wandered back through 
the wood to the college. Day 0 over, ice broken, 
looking forward to tomorrow now. It starts with a 
lecture from Dan on “Queen Raising Overview” 
followed by 2 hours in the apiary. It is going to be 
28 degrees tomorrow so that will be interesting. 
Who will wilt first ?

Day 1
The day started 
with breakfast 
in the refectory 
which was a 
choice of cereals, 
cooked breakfast 
and tea and 
coffee. 
This was quickly 
followed by a 
lecture from Dan 
Basterfield on queen 
raising. There are three 
themes for this year 
and they were queen 
rearing, microscopy and 
diseases.
We had a short tea 
break and then we were straight into the apiary to 
prepare some colonies for queen raising. This was 
interesting because everyone has a different level 
of beekeeping education and so we were learning 
from each other. This was very simple handling 
techniques for the most part. We were asked to set 
up a queen-right cell raising colony, which we did 
very quickly. However, the interesting part for me 
was watching everyone else use the hive tool and 
smoker.
We were in the apiary for two hours in 30 degrees 
Celsius. By the end of this we were soaked to the 
skin and very tired. However, it was lunchtime. So 
a quick shower and a change of clothes followed 
by lunch in the refectory. Again a choice of hot 
food, sandwiches, fruit etc. 

The students 
discussing

The tutors discussing tactics

National Diploma in Beekeeping - Advanced Course 2017
by Stuart Roberts - Part 1
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After lunch we had a lecture on entomology. This 
was really interesting. The speaker, Chris Perkins, 
was very engaging and spoke passionately about 
the different classes of insects.
Chris also showed us a number of models and 
preserved samples 
along with some live 
ones. These included 
stick insects and 
cockroaches. 
To conclude his 
lecture there was a 
mini slideshow which 
covered all of the 
insect families. It was 
a really interesting 
session.

We then went straight to another lecture on brood 
disease recognition given by Tony Harris. This was 
a whistle-stop tour through the brood diseases. 
The reason for this was that the following session 
was going to be brood disease recognition on the 
combs themselves.
We had a tea break and we went into the 
laboratory. We put on gloves and lab coats and 
were then asked to identify 5 brood diseases on 
sample combs from the National Bee Unit (NBU). I 
found this really difficult and only got 1 out of the 5 
right. Room for improvement indeed !
We broke for dinner and went to the refectory 
discussing how hard it had been. On our return we 
were to take samples 
from the combs and 
make microscope 
slides to confirm our 
diagnoses. 
So following dinner 
we were back in the 
lab making slides. For 
this task we had been 
asked to bring along our own microscopes. I had 
taken mine which was an ebay bargain. 

Or so I thought. When the microscopy experts 
started looking at it they concluded that there was a 
bit missing and it was useless – lesson learnt !
So using one of the college’s microscopes I 
prepared my slides and they came out well. 
This too was an enjoyable session because we 
managed to prove a diagnosis of foulbrood. 
It was 7pm by this point and I was flagging. The 
day had been such a blur I hadn’t really followed it 
on the timetable. People were heading back to the 
classroom. We were all asked to prepare a mini-
lecture to present to the other students and this 
was the first session of them.
There were 3 lectures given : 

1. Anatomy of the honeybee larva by Lynfa Davies

2. Phase contrast microscopy by Sean Stephenson

3. The classification of living things by Stephen 
Davies

All were presented well and were well received by 
the students and lecturers alike. 
That was the end of the day and a plan was 
hatched for a little light refreshment in the town !

Day 2
Tuesday began in the lab and we were asked to 
perform an adult dissection. The exercise that we 
were given was to display the digestive system as 
it is shown in Dade’s Anatomy and Dissection of 
the Honeybee. This involved using a low power 
dissection microscope. We were shown how to 
imbed a bee into a tin with a layer of wax in the 
bottom. The idea was to then cut through the 
cuticle of the abdomen about half way up the bee, 
and take off the top like a boiled egg.
This was 
a new 
experience 
for me and I 
found it really 
interesting.

 
  

    

A selection of other insects

Giant hissing cockroaches – 
Chris has a nymph in his hand

Flight muscles               Heart               Fat body
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NDB - the advanced course continued...
This was followed by some grafting practice. We 
were going to go into the apiary to graft into the 
colonies that we had prepared yesterday. So in 
anticipation of this we were asked to practice 
our grafting techniques in the lab. We got to try 3 
different tools. A paintbrush, a Chinese grafting tool 
and a bent dental type tool. I got on best with the 
brush and so practiced grating larvae firstly onto a 
glass slide and then into the JZBZ type cups. This 
took us up to lunchtime, which was again in the 
refectory with the whole team.
The next session was in the apiary again. It was 
another lovely sunny day and it felt a bit cooler to 
us although it could have been that we were getting 
used to hot weather. There were 2 activities to 
be done. Firstly, we had to locate some suitable 
material to graft from and graft into the colonies that 
we had already prepared. Secondly, we were going 
to perform disease inspections.
We went to the colony that we had prepared and 
went through looking for suitable larvae for grafting. 
We found the queen whilst doing this so caged her 
for safety. We found some suitable material and 
proceeded to graft as we had practiced earlier. 
Obviously it is more difficult to do in the apiary 
rather than sitting at a desk in the lab but everyone 
got on okay and it was over in a few minutes. It 
was important to be fairly quick because it was so 
hot and the larvae would be drying out. So having 
grafted our cells and got the cell bar frames back 
in the colony, we put the queen back in and closed 
up. First task completed.
Tony Harris got the group back together and 
demonstrated how to go through and do a brood 
disease check. He went through the combs 
shaking off the bees and looking in to each open 
cell specifically for suspect larvae. He looked 
at the sealed cells examining the cappings for 
perforations or unusual sunkeness or greasiness. 
Anything unusual he examined using a pair of 
tweezers. After showing the group, we were given 
a hive to do our own inspections. Again, this 
was good practice. We had to explain what you 
are doing as you go along as if to a group at an 
association apiary meeting. 
By this time we were hot and tired and time to go 
back to the classroom. So it was a quick dash back 
to the accommodation to get a shower before the 
next lecture. It was a disease quiz. 
There were 24 slides all with different conditions 
and we were asked to call out with what we thought 
the issue was. It was good fun and some good 
discussions ensued. 

It was already 5pm and time for dinner.
Following dinner. Tony, Dan and Ken all talked 
about the NDB examination. It is pretty daunting 
and the syllabus is massive, however, it is 
achievable (for some). Then Tony talked about 
setting up a study group to tackle the NDB which 
seems like a great idea.
The last session of the day was mini-lectures 
again.
There were 4 lectures given : 

1. Ingestion, digestion, assimilation and excretion 
in the worker bee by Ian Jobson

2. Ecdysis by Stuart Roberts (me)

3. Heather Honey Production by Shirley Bond

4. Symphyta – Saw Flies by Liz Rescorla

All were presented well and were well received 
by the students and lecturers alike. Except mine! 
My lecture was a disaster. I went to pieces in front 
of such a daunting audience. This is definitely 
something I need to improve upon.
I have to mention Ian Jobson’s lecture – Brilliant! 
He got people from the audience to play a part in 
the process. He had made cards for things like 
‘Glucose’ and ‘Water’ and they demonstrated the 
movement of the individual elements through the 
process. It was well appreciated by the audience 
and is probably the best lecture so far. Closely 
followed by Liz Rescorla who told us lots about 
Saw flies.

That was the end of day two and we discussed 
what we had learned over a pint (or two). Can you 
see a pattern forming ?

Look out for Part 2, Days 3-5, the conclusion to 
Stuart’s NDB advanced course in the next issue
   

This was from  Ian Jobson’s lecture and shows the 
digestion process and cards representing the products
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Another way to keep bees, the 
German ‘Bee House’ or bee 
hotel offers security and extra 
warmth through the winter 
months. The individual hives are accessible from 
inside the house or shed when the time comes for 
inspections or collecting the honey crop. 

Ambrosia for sale
The Association is pleased to be able to offer 
members Ambrosia Syrup and Fondant for sale 
at competitive prices. 
Order now for delivery Aug/Sept  2017.
Please place your orders with Craig Dimberline 
via mobile: 07974203838  or email: craig.
dimberline@icloud.com     

A ready mixed, high energy combination of 
sucrose, glucose and fructose, Ambrosia syrup 
and fondant bee food helps bee colonies to 
survive winter food shortages by mimicking the 
food bees find in their natural environment. 
With the sugar in Ambrosia being very 
concentrated, it does not ‘go off’ and the high 
fructose content of the product ensures that it 
will not crystallise. 

Tub of Ambrosia Syrup - 12.5kg     

Ambrosia Fondant - box of 5 x 2.5kg 

£17.50
Each  

£14.50
Each  

Strawberry Tea raises £779
Hello everyone, just to let 
you know that we have 
raised over £750 so far 
for WYCE in ticket money 
and donations from the 
Strawberry Tea held on 
Sunday, 25th June. 
Thank you to those who ventured out and 
joined us on a showery afternoon and to those 
of you who have supported us and WYCE with 
donations. 
We’ll keep you posted about how your money 
has been spent.                   Penny Darlington 

In some regions of the UK, colonies are starting to 
show symptoms of high levels of Varroa mites, for 
example wing deformities and perforated cappings. 
Therefore, it might be prudent to start monitoring 
colony mite populations and information on how to 
do this can be found on page 15 of the Managing 
Varroa booklet. 
Also, the Varroa calculator can be used to help 
calculate your estimated mite population in your 
colonies: http://www.nationalbeeunit.com/public/
BeeDiseases/varroaCalculator.cfm
If your colonies have a high amount of Varroa, i.e 
1000 mites after calculating it from the average 
drop, you may want to treat them with a registered 
varroacide. Suitable treatments where brood is 
present would include:

 9 Apiguard
 9 Apilife Var
 9 Apistan*
 9 Bayvarol*
 9 Mite Away Quick Strips (MAQS) 
 9 Thymovar.

If you wish to use an oxalic acid based product 
then a broodless condition should be created 
first. Additionally, if you have honey for human 
consumption on the hives, remember that MAQs 
is currently the only registered product which can 
be used. When using any medicines it is important 
to remember to always follow the manufacturer’s 
instructions.
*Mite resistance to these products have been 
recorded and so a resistance test (the Beltsville 
test) should be carried out before using the 
product.    The National Bee Unit

Varroa mites German Bee House
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Honey Show 2017 
The Association’s Honey Show will be held at  
Shugborough Apiary on 16th September 2017. 
Your support for this event would be much 
appreciated. 
Staging of entries will take place between 9am & 
10am. Judging at 10am by Bernard Diaper. 

Novice Class
Class 1 - 1 jar 454g clear honey
Class 2 - 1 jar 454g set honey 

Open Class
Class 3 - 2 jars 454g light honey

Class 4 - 2 jars 454g medium honey

Class 4a - 2 jars 454g heather honey 

Class 5 - 2 jars 454g dark honey

Class 6 - 2 jars 454g set honey

Class 7 - Frame of honey ready for extraction

Class 8 - Own design honey label to fit 454g jar  
      displayed on empty jar. Must comply with  
      legal requirements.

Class 9 - 5 jars of honey ready for sale, fully   
      labelled with all legal requirements

Class 10 - Photographic, exhibits must be taken  
        by entrant, subject bees or beekeeping.  
        Technical data optional.

Class 11 - Beeswax 1 piece weight 200 -255g   
        7-9oz to be cast in plain mould

Class 12 - Decorative use of beeswax

Class 13 - 1x 75cl bottle of mead dry or                       
          sweet, white plastic flanged cork.                     
        a) Dry b) Sweet

Class 14 - Honey fudge own choice recipe to be  
        displayed 6 - 8 pieces

Class 15 - Honey biscuits own choice recipe to be  
        displayed 6 biscuits 

Class 16 - Decorated honey cup cake recipe to be  
        displayed 4 cakes

Class 17 - Honey cake own choice recipe to be  
        displayed

Honey Show entry form
Name...................................................................

Telephone............................................................

Email.................................................................... 

Classes entered (please circle all that apply)

1    2    3    4    4a    5    6    7    8  

9   10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17

Please return your entries to Lynne Lacey at : 
lynne.lacey123@btinternet.com
Please note that all entries must remain on 
display until 1500 hrs. Entries may be collected 
and returned by prior arrangement. 

Hints and Tips
When showing honey remember to check carefully 
that it meets the criteria and that you have placed 
your entry in the correct class.
Check that your jars are clean, a little methylated 
spirits is ideal for cleaning glass, no fingerprints 
and ensure  that any labels are straight. 
Fill honey jars so that honey is about 3/8 to 1/2 
inch below top with no gap visible between lid and 
honey. Do not use dented lids.
Make sure the threads of the jar where the cap 
screws on are honey free or it will seep down and 
make the jar sticky.
Beeswax should be clean and the correct weight.
Crop photos to maximize the detail of the subject 
and consider unusual subjects or angles.
Ensure that mead bottles are clear with no tints 
and that there are no date marks or lettering 
stamped on them.
Make sure your biscuits, cakes and fudge are all 
uniform and of the same weight.

Schedule of classes
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Bee Talk  –   information that beekeepers should know 

A recent Thursday night Improvers topic at the club 
was Chronic Bee Paralysis Virus (CBPV). 
It was very obvious that no one knew much about 
it. David Rawsthorne asked me if I knew anything 
and I confessed that I knew very little, so I had 
a hunt through the BBKA archives and found an 
article from December 2016. Here is a summary of 
what it says : 
The causative agent is a virus that was first 
identified by Leslie Bailey (of Comb Change fame).

Symptoms:
Type 1 
• Abnormal trembling motion 
• Paralysis of the wings and bodies. 
• Affected bees are unable to fly and are often     
  found crawling on the ground
• They are often misplaced on the hive – found on  
   top bars and lugs
• Abdomens can be bloated
• May suffer from dysentery 
• May have dislocated wings
Type 2 
• Hairless bees appearing almost black
• Shiny, greasy bees suffering nibbling attacks from    
   healthy bees
• After a few days they suffer paralysis and die

Although type 1 is most common type 1 and type 2 
often occur together.
The symptoms of a severely affected colony can be 
startling with dead bees on the floor inches deep 
and thousands piling up outside the hive producing 
a rancid smell as the bees decompose.
Sometimes these colonies can recover but usually 
a loss of so many adult bees results in a terminal 
decline.

Mis-diagnosis:
Dysentery can be associated with Nosema. 
Acarine may cause flightlessness. Deformed wing 
virus may cause dislocated wings. 
There are at least 4 other paralysis viruses 
of honey bees. However, taken together the 
symptoms are most often confused with pesticide 
poisoning.

Chronic Bee Paralysis
Things to look for:
1. With poisoning the bees will often do the “dying 
fly” where the bees spin in circles on their backs 
seemingly unable to fly.
2. Chronic bee paralysis is associated with piles of 
bees directly outside the hive, whereas, poisoning 
is more associated with a carpet of bes in front of 
the hive and evenly across the apiary.
About 7 in 1000 is the average occurrence of 
CBPV in healthy colonies. However, this rises to 
160 in 1000 in unhealthy colonies.
The virus spreads through bees brushing up 
against an infected bee. and it is passed in the 
bee faeces too. CBPV can spread rampantly in 
overcrowded colonies and can be exacerbated by 
bad weather when the bees are confined.
The only known treatment is a form of shook 
swarm.
Procedure:
• The queen is caged
• The colony is moved at least 50 m away
• Bees are emptied into the air rather than on the  
  ground
• The colony is replaced in its original position and 
only the healthy bees return.
This probably breaks the bee to bee transmission 
route and might need to be repeated 6 weeks later 
to remove previously symptomless carriers of the 
virus.                                                                SR

The bee in the centre is suffering from Chronic Bee Paralysis
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Find the Queen
In the June edition our Queen bee was 
nibbling at the Chairman’s posterior on page 1, 
photograph bottom left.
I wonder where she is this month? 

How many eggs 
per cell did 

you say to lay?

Some form of meditation for beekeepers?

Bees sunbathing or a 
bad smell in the hive?

What is going on here?
Even our own Shugborough bees have been 
known to swarm on occasions...
This swarm greeted Charlie one fine 
morning at the apiary and was promply 
popped into a poly nuc. A present from the 
bees, I suppose it saves splitting them!

Swarm corner...

The Bee Yard
Raised in the the foothills of the Blue Ridge 
Mountains of North Carolina, Ward H. Nichols 
painted the barns and houses of the past in a 
style described as ‘interpretive realism’. 
The painting of ‘The Bee Yard’ was 
commissioned by the Southern States 
Beekeeping Federation and reproduced in a 
limited edition by offset lithography. 
The log hives depicted are from the sourwood 

tree and the apple tree is ‘Grimes 
Golden’ 
This particular print was one 
of twenty sent for sale by the 
International Beekeeping Research 
Association in aid of their fund 
appeal. 

Being a member of I.B.R.A and in receipt of 
Bee World giving notice of this painting, my 
cheque was in the post the same day. 
The framed painting now hangs on my 
sitting room wall and I have pride of 
ownership, within the fact that in the past 
thirty years, there has been no reference 
in any of the major British beekeeping 
journals. A rarity indeed! One cannot 
wonder how many of the other nineteen 
have survived fire, flood and vermin? Geoff Hopkinson

Treasures,
Oddities,

 & Novelties
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Brian in Canada - visiting bees...

Hi Alan, Thought I would drop you a line whilst 
taking a break here in Ontario after 4 weeks on 
the road, exhausting but a brilliant holiday. 
Whilst in Canada arranged to meet up with a 
local  Beekeeper who works 6 Langstroth hives 
and has a return of over 300 pounds of honey 
every year, not a bad return when you consider 
he only put his first supers on at the beginning 
of June.  
They have a very short season, 
April to September. The black 
honey is from buckwheat and 
is a very aquired taste.  I have 
aquired a jar for tasting at the 
apiary.               Brian Harvey
(Editor’s note: Some of you may 
indeed have already tasted this 
honey at a recent meeting) 

Amongst the usual swarm calls that one gets 
during the swarming season, there is always one or 
two that are a bit unusual. This is one of them.
A phone call from the Environmental Officer at 
Sandwell Council informed me that ‘someone 
has dumped a bush/tree at the side of a road in 
Wednesbury and there are bees in it’. He also sent 
me a photo of it. ‘They are honey bees as our pest 
controller has been and had a look’
Peter Ward and I had to collect a swarm from a 
house just off Bunkers Hill Lane in Bilston that 
evening (which turned out to be very small) so we 
continued on to Wednesbury to investigate.
The bush was easy to find as it was literally ‘at the 
side of the road’.
At first glance we thought 
‘where are the bees?’ but a 
closer look found them right 
at the top in amongst all the 
small branches.
The ‘bush’ was in fact a dead 
weeping willow or similar tree. 
‘How do we get these out?’ 
we said, looking at the twisted 
mass of branches, but with 
Peter holding up the tree at one end and me cutting 
away with a small pair of loppers, about 15 minutes 
later we had a much better view of the swarm right 
at the top.
We were now at the usual swarm procedure stage. 
Lay a sheet out on the pavement, place a box in 
the middle, carefully lift the tree over the box and 

brush the bees into the box. 
Turn the box over and provide 
a small entrance by propping 
up the box on a stone and then 
wait for the stragglers to gather.
Amazingly, we did not have the 
usual gathering of spectators 
to view the operation, not one 
person came to look. Usually 
a small crowd of neighbours 
gather especially when it is a 

front garden or street operation.  
By now it was getting quite gloomy as it was well 
after 2100h. Time to wrap up the box and take the 
bees to their new home.
How did the tree get to the side of the road, where 
had it come from, when did the bees get in there, 
were they in there when the tree was dumped, 
how long had the tree been there? You tell me. but 
somebody out there knows!!
                             Keith Thompson & Peter Ward

A somewhat unusual swarm call

Bees in the Park...
On a recent trip to visit my youngest son in 
Germany, I came across these two bee hives in 
the local municipal park in Bottrop (near Essen).
They were the other side of a ditch with bees 
flying in and out and people walking by but 
nobody took any notice of them. It would be 
nice to think we could do the same in the UK? 
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If you have any stories, pictures or information 
that you would like included in the newsletter, or if 
you have items for sale or wish to comment on the 
content of previous newsletters, please send to:
ssbka-mail@southstaffsbeekeepers.co.uk and 
make the subject “Item for the newsletter”. 

Items for the newsletter SS&DBKA Links
Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/SSBKA 
Website:
http://southstaffsbeekeepers.co.uk/ 
E-Mail:
ssbka-mail@southstaffsbeekeepers.co.uk

August
6th - Birds, bats and bees, Issac Walton’s Cottage
19th - Honey extraction and tasting - Peter Bell - 
Shareshill Village Hall
19th - Sedgley Flower Show, Sedgley 
23rd - Severn Valley Railway. Highley
30th - Severn Valley Railway. Highley
September
2nd - Stand at Whittington Countryside Fair
9th - Honey Show and BBQ - Apiary
10th - Bee Experience Taster Day - Apiary
15 to 17th - The MSWCC Beekeeping conference - 
Cirencester

October
12th - SS&DBKA winter lecture - Shareshill
26th to 28th - National Honey Show, Sandown 
Park, Sussex
November
9th - SS&DBKA winter lecture - Shareshill
Date TBC - Saturday - Skittles night - Shareshill

Note: If you have any beekeeping events that 
you would like to add to this diary please send 
to the Newsletter via the email at the bottom of 
this page, thank you.

What’s on - 2017 - diary dates

I have used fondant but you could easily use 
Fimo or plasticine for a non-edible version. 
Ingredients
Yellow pre-dyed fondant icing
White fondant icing
Black paste icing colouring or black dyed fondant 
icing
Method

• Take a peice of yellow 
fondant and roll it into a 
rounded sausage shape    
(Fig1). 

• Make two small holes for 
eyes at one end of the bee 
(Fig 2) along with a u shape 
(I have used a drinking straw 
cut in half long ways) for the 
mouth. 

• Mould a small amount of 
white fondant into two small 
balls and press into the eye holes.  

• Either paint two pupils 
onto the eyes using black 
paste icing colouring or roll 
a small amount of black 
dyed fondant icing into two 
small balls and press them 
onto the eyes to form pupils    
(Fig 2). 

• Next either paint on stripes 
or roll out thin sausages of 
black fondant and add them 
to the bee (Fig 3). 

• Finally you need to add the 
wings. I have cut the wings 
from rice paper flowers   
(Fig 4) and 
used water 
icing to attach 
them to the 
bee (Fig 5).

How to make a bee

Marie Jackson

Fig 1

Fig 3

Fig 5

Fig 4

Fig 2


